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ABSTRACT
Fabricated content falsely attributed to reputable news sources is
one of the significant challenges for journalism today. One of the
manipulation methods is to copy the layout of news websites and
substitute the original text. The manipulated version is then re-
circulated, making it hard to assess the reliability and trace the
origin of such “information.” Offering an exploratory, descriptive,
and solution-oriented approach, we present examples of how this
manipulation threatens news outlets and can escalate to data jour-
nalism and other specialized forms of news reporting. One reason
for that is people’s overreliance on numbers and data visualiza-
tions as cues to assess the trustworthiness of the content. Then, we
suggest that news organizations and social media platforms incor-
porate a tool to make the digital information environment safer
for users and readers. By presenting quotable signature schemes,
a cryptography-based solution, we claim that the transparency
repertoire in journalism can be improved and extended.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we argue that using quotable signature schemes can
enhance and extend the repertoire of transparency strategies in data
journalism to prevent or combat mis- and disinformation spread.
Our approach here is descriptive, exploratory, and solution-based.
We start the study with a theoretical background, present examples
of how manipulation impersonates reputable news brands, and
offer a solution based on a cryptographic primitive called quotable
signature schemes. Lastly, we offer a prototype to trace a publi-
cation’s provenance when excerpts from it are shared on social
media.

Our research is in line with literature that debates fabricated
information that oftenmimics the format of news (Lazer et al., 2018),
relies on numbers as cues to manipulate readers (Gehrke & Benetti,
2021; Peng, Lu, & Shen, 2023), and even recirculates journalistic
products by taking them out of their original context (Soares &
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Recuero, 2021). Thus, our goal is to describe how disinformation
spread is currently problematic to news organizations and has the
potential to escalate to data journalismwebsites in the future, taking
into account that numbers and data visualizations are potent cues
to perceived credibility (Peng et al., 2023).

This study is part of the Trust and News Authenticity interdis-
ciplinary project, connected with the Digital Democracy Centre
(DDC) at the University of Southern Denmark (SDU). All in all,
we suggest that data journalists use computational tools to make
the information environment safer and more transparent for users
and readers. As part of transparency strategies, quotable signature
schemes can be extended to news sources inside the journalistic ar-
ticles, which allows one to authenticate information’s provenance.
In the future, the mechanism can even be extended to multimedia
forms, such as pictures and videos.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Transparency in data journalism practices
Data journalism has ascended since the late 2000s in Europe and
the United States, mainly due to the advance of Freedom of Infor-
mation Access legislation (Coddington, 2015; Rogers, 2013). This
data-driven journalism practice encompasses investigations that
primarily rely on public databases, even though leaked documents
can also be used as sources.

Since its theoretical roots trace back to Precision Journalism
(Meyer, 2002), which aimed to posit journalism closer to the sci-
entific method, data journalism investigations might start with a
hypothesis to be tested, followed by data analysis, visualization, and
communication of the reporting method – that is, methodological
transparency. One of the most common requirements of openness
is focused on the replicability and/or reproducibility of the analy-
sis, allowing the audience to verify information and find the same
results as the journalists (Gehrke, 2022; Gehrke & Mielniczuk, 2017;
Meyer, 2002).

In summary, transparency means disclosing reporting practices
and being clear about the origin of news sources and the methodol-
ogy adopted. Almost a decade ago, transparency in digital journal-
ism, which includes data-driven approaches, was seen by scholars
as a way to establish credibility and reduce mistrust among audi-
ences (Coddington, 2015; Karlsson, 2010). The optimism was mainly
connected with the Web allowing the use of hypertext and, there-
fore, new layers of information. Recently, though, only a couple of
investigations presented evidence that transparency could increase
perceived credibility (Johnson & St. John III, 2021), and some scho-
lars argue that trust is a prerequisite for openness to be effective
(Karlsson, 2022).
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Despite the limitation of not being data producers, which makes
them use sometimes opaque second-hand government data (Tong,
2023), data journalists believe that sharing their choices, work
methodology, and even uncertainty with the audience improve
information clarity. According to the perception of 36 Brazilian
data journalists, transparency is not only a way for them to commu-
nicate their work method but also a path to establish a relationship
based on honesty with the readership and combat misinformation
(Gehrke, 2020).

2.2 Data as a cue to perceived credibility in the
(dis)information landscape

Numbers, statistics, and data visualizations are potent cues in jour-
nalism and are often connected with straightforward communica-
tion of the facts. Fact-checkers also use data when verifying public
claims, which implies that numbers are more accurate than dis-
course. Activating the same perception, mis- and disinformation
narratives often use numbers and statistics to claim reliability.

Fabricated content related to the Covid-19 pandemic is an exam-
ple of number manipulation as part of a misleading narrative. In
a content analysis to explore 407 texts of false content that circu-
lated during the first months of the pandemic in Brazil, Gehrke and
Benetti (2021) identified that “data” was the third most recurrent
category of the corpus analyzed, making up 19.66% of the cases.
With the intent of minimizing the impact of the pandemic and argu-
ing that the news media was creating terror, numbers and statistics
were employed to construct a narrative that aimed to “demonstrate”
that figures reported by the media were exaggerated. The examples
included over-reported cases and deaths to the disease and allegedly
empty hospitals.

Whereas pictures and videos are primarily adopted as evidence
in disinformation narratives (Dan et al., 2021), numbers contained
in data visualizations are part of what Peng et al. (2023, p. 228)
calls “visual features as arguments” when discussing visual features
of misinformation posts that might influence people’s credibility
perception.

Given that visual mis- and disinformation has been studied less
than general forms of manipulation, it is hard to estimate the fre-
quency with which the layout of a news website is copied and
converted into false content. Nevertheless, Peng et al. (2023) list
that aesthetics usually work as a heuristic by providing people with
hints that suggest (or not) the message come from a professional
and credible source. Moreover, a previous study developed in our
project found that news brands/logos are a powerful cue for peo-
ple to assess the news’ reliability (Gehrke, Eggers, De Vreese, &
Hopmann, 2023).

To exemplify this problem, we present fact-checked publications
classified as “false” text and images that circulated online in 2022
mainly by mimicking the layout of news websites and logos of jour-
nalistic brands (see Figures 1 and 2). The content we use here was
verified by fact-checking agencies that are signatories of the Inter-
national Fact-checking Network (IFCN), which provides rigorous
methodological and transparency premises that must be followed
and shared with the audience.

Regarding Figure 1, the logo employed in the fabricated message
(A) aims to attribute credibility to the content, by using the same

shape and color as (B), which is the verified CNN Instagram account.
Due to changes on Twitter (C), CNN’s logo shape and verification
batch are slightly different one year later. Still, a quick comparison
between logos in different social media can easily generate confu-
sion and mislead readers. The image and text (A) were verified and
classified as false by the American fact-checking agency PolitiFact
(Curet, 2022).

Figure 2 presents news falsely attributed to DeutscheWelle (DW)
Brasil (A) in November 2022. Comparison it with the actual DW
Brasil website (B), shows that a screenshot of the mobile website
version was manipulated. The false text (A) claimed fraud in the
Brazilian presidential elections and presented made-up statistics
about the results. Besides the numbers, a fabricated news source
with a “Ph.D. in Cybersecurity” was attributed within the text
to contest the election results and mimic reporting procedures
used in journalism, such as gathering information through sources.
Brazilian fact-checking organization Agência Lupa classified the
content as false (Schiochet, 2022).

2.3 Quotable signatures
This section first introduces the technical aspects of quotable signa-
tures, and then gives a practical description of the prototype, and
some related considerations.

Digital signature schemes are a classical and widely used tool
in modern cryptography (Diffie & Hellman, 1976; Moody, 2023). In
general, a digital signature scheme is a triple of algorithms KeyGen,
Sign, and Verify. The algorithm KeyGen generates related pairs
of a private and a public keys (sk, pk). The algorithm Sign signs
any message𝑚 using a private key sk. This procedure produces
a signature 𝑠 = Signsk (𝑚) for 𝑚. The algorithm Verify verifies a
message 𝑚 and a signature 𝑠 using the public key pk. Ignoring
technicalities, the verification is successful only if the signature
was generated using𝑚 and the private key corresponding to pk, and
neither the message𝑚 nor the signature 𝑠 was altered. We say that 𝑠
is a signature for𝑚 signed with the private key sk. In other words,
a secure signature scheme essentially ensures that only an entity
in possession of the private key sk can produce a signature 𝑠 for
a message 𝑚, while the signature can be verified by anyone in
possession of the public key pk.

This construction means that digital signatures ensure that (1)
the message comes from a party that has a specific private key
(identity), (2) the message has not been altered (integrity), and (3) a
signer cannot lie about not signing a message, while also claiming
that their private key remains private.

A newer concept is quotable signature schemes (Kreutzer, Nieder-
hagen, Shrishak, & Fhom, 2019), which has been expanded upon by
the authors (Boyar, Erfurth, Larsen, & Niederhagen, 2023). Summa-
rizing, the main parts are as follows. A quotable signature scheme
can be defined as digital signature schemes with an additional algo-
rithm Quote. Given a message𝑚 and a quotable signature 𝑠 , any
third party can use Quote to extract a second quotable signature
𝑠′ for a quote 𝑞 from𝑚, without knowing the secret key used to
sign𝑚 or interacting with the party that signed𝑚. This quotable
signature 𝑠′ is still signed with the private key used to sign𝑚, and
hence authenticates the original signing party as the author of the
quote. In addition to having all the properties of standard digital
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Figure 1: An Instagram post (A) with a screenshot of a manipulated tweet that was allegedly published by the American news
organization CNN (B/C) on April 2022 concerning children’s support of the Ukraine War.

Figure 2: Another type of manipulation consists of the complete copy (A) of a news website’s original layout (B). In this example,
the mobile version was adopted.
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Figure 3: The user’s journey when (A) reading and copying
part of the news and (B) sharing the content on social media.

signatures, quotable signatures also allow deriving where parts of
the message have been removed relative to the quote. A signature
for a quote is again a quotable signature with respect to sub-quotes
of the quote.

In the Trust and News Authenticity project, we have developed
a prototype of a tool which aims to mitigate the effect of disin-
formation by authenticating quotes from articles using quotable
signatures. This authentication is intended to complement the al-
ready existing flagging of problematic content. Since quotable sig-
natures do not verify the truthfulness of the content, but rather
authenticate its origin and inte)grity, this approach is different from
fact-checking. Essentially, rather than aiming to prove that the
statement is correct, it validates that a statement is extracted ipsis
litteris from its provenance without falsification. Figure 3 illustrates
the user journeys when using the prototype.

Figure 3 also shows that only the exact part copied and pasted
is turned green (B), indicating that the quote, and only the quote,
was authenticated, and that the excerpt comes from the original
news media from which it was retrieved. The text added by the
user is not highlighted. For our prototype, we used Facebook as
social media since our project development occurred in Denmark,
where 72% of the population use this platform for general purposes
and 35% for news (Newman, Fletcher, Robertson, Eddy, & Nielsen,
2022). In addition, Facebook is browser-friendly, compared to other
social media that prioritize app use.

The logo before the highlighted text (B) refers to DR, a public
broadcaster highly trusted by the population (Newman et al., 2022),
from which the quote originates. We decided to incorporate logos
after our first project study with young Danes which indicated that
news brands are, as a whole, a powerful cue for people to assess if
a piece of news is trustworthy (Gehrke et al., 2023).

By clicking on authenticated content, a reader can summon a
popup with more information, such as who signed it, when it was
signed, an indication of where text was removed, and a link to the

original article. Additionally, information about what (quotable)
signatures are and what being authenticated means can also be
provided bythis popup.

Relating the prototype to the general terms of quotable signa-
tures, the original source of the quote (for example an article) is the
message, and the author or distributor of the article (a news outlet,
for instance) is the signing party. The party sharing the quote is
the one extracting the signature for the quote, and the one reading
the verified quote performs the verification. In practice, the act of
extracting and including the signature for the quote, and of verify-
ing the signature, would be completely automated, and happen in
the background, requiring no additional user interaction.

Our prototype is separated into two parts: a library that can
be used by media companies to sign their articles and a browser
extension that allows users to quote with signatures and to verify
signatures for quotes. The library contains implementations of the
relevant algorithms, and it is intended that media companies can
integrate it in their publishing workflow. The browser extension
modifies websites such that both full articles and quotes with ver-
ified signatures are shown to be signed. It also allows the user to
make quotes that include a signature when quoting from signed
text. In addition, the browser extension provides more information
for a quote to the user.

For our proposed approach to be effective, it would need to be
widely adopted by news media, social media, and by users sharing
and reading quotes from articles. Notably, if news media and social
media integrate this solution into their websites, our approach
can be employed without any explicit user awareness. With such
integration, when a user copies a quote from a signed article, a
signature for the quote is automatically generated, and an element
including both quote and text is put into the clipboard, together
with the plain text quote (in practice, this would be a text/html
element and a text/plain element). When the user then pastes
the quote, a website supporting signatures will use the clipboard
element with a signature (W3C, 2021).

3 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Adding quotable signature schemes to the data journalism trans-
parency repertoire might help to reduce mis- and disinformation
spread. In this exploratory and descriptive study, we argue that
fabricating content and falsely attributing it to news websites is a
current problem that canmislead readers and, in the end, undermine
journalism the perceived credibility .

Even though we have mapped cases in which legacy news media
are mainly the object of manipulation, we argue that the disinfor-
mation impact can quickly be extended to highly specialized news
coverage websites, such as data journalism. Since this data-driven
practice deals with massive amounts of data, analysis, and visual-
ization, it can quickly become a target of mis- and disinformation
narratives once it provides cues people usually trust, such as statis-
tics. Thus, quotable signature schemes are particularly promising
to data journalism initiatives. Furthermore, emerging forms such as
predictive journalism (Diakopoulos, 2022) could go in the same di-
rection and suffer the consequences of a manipulative information
environment.
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Besides working as a resource to trace the origin of a text excerpt,
quotable signatures schemes could be extended to validate pictures,
videos, databases, and combinations of different formats. It would
mean that data journalism, and other forms of journalism, could
validate the provenance of different sources (including multime-
dia content) within news articles. Available to the readership, it
improves and extends the transparency repertoires. Fact-checking
agencies can also benefit from the same authentication structure
by providing quotable signatures in pieces of verification to their
readers. When analyzing claims, these agencies provide evidence
of how they have checked them by providing the original sources
used in the verification process. The method performed is crucial
for fact-checking agencies to classify a claim as “false.”

To make a difference in the future, media companies and users on
social media need to adopt these quotable signatures. To have the
best effect, social media platforms and news outlets should directly
support quotable signatures, and the required extension should be
natively integrated into browsers. Ultimately, this is also a way for
platforms to engage in efforts to combat disinformation and protect
democracy actively.
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